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Abstract 

This paper deals with the development of a flatworm-like mesh robot WORMESH-II, which is the second prototype 
in the WORMESH series inspired from a flattened and soft-bodied flatworm. The pedal locomotion is the primary 
locomotor of the flatworm that is continuous gliding propulsion along the bottom of the body. The significance of 
WORMESH series is use of multiple pedal waves to generate the locomotion. The WORMESH-II is a modular robot hav-
ing a revolute joint system to interconnect two modules. Further, it contains two module types: control module (CM) 
and joint module (JM). Depending on their arrangements, WORMESH-II can be arranged in different module forma-
tions. First, this paper presents the design of WORMESH-II in which double joints capable of three-dimensional motion 
are introduced. Then, two locomotion gaits for translational and spinning locomotion are described for WORMESH-II 
in isotropic module formation. Three synchronized parallel pedal waves and one pedal wave loop by the new double 
joint mechanism were respectively utilized to generate translational and spinning motions of WORMESH-II for IMF. 
The proposed locomotion gaits were investigated by dynamics simulation and the experiment using the prototype 
of WORMESH-II. We have successfully demonstrated basic translational and spinning locomotion of WORMESH-II with 
the velocity of 2.8 mm/s and the angular velocity of 0.0043 rad/s, respectively.

Keywords Flatworm, Bio-inspired robot, Double joint mechanism, Locomotion based on multiple pedal waves, 
Simulation and experiment

Introduction
There are many animals in nature, such as worms and 
snakes, that do not have clear locomotive apparatus but 
are able to move and adapt to their environment using 
their rhythmic body motion. This locomotion style is 
known as limbless locomotion, and worms and snakes 
are the most common evidence for crawling and limbless 
motions. Researchers have been studying the locomotion 
mechanism, and biologically inspired robots that incor-
porate the principle of the locomotion have been stud-
ied for many years. Worm-like crawling has two primary 
locomotion styles: peristaltic crawling and two-anchor 

crawling. Earth worms exhibit the peristaltic crawl-
ing limbless motion as they are moving through a small 
hollow space. Peristaltic locomotion-mimicked robot 
systems have successfully approached to inspect pipes 
in the harsh narrow environments [1–3]. Two-anchor 
crawling is evidenced by inchworms, which occupy body 
to generate a successful locomotion. A recently imple-
mented inchworm-like robot system has used to check 
pipe systems by [4] and [5]. Snake robots are another 
well-known bio-inspired locomotory robot system. They 
have a linear and flexible body shape, which facilitates 
locomoting on uneven ground [6] and sand [7], in narrow 
channels and pipes [8], and even in water [9]. Addition-
ally, this body shape assists to climb on tree branches [10] 
and fly between trees. Although most worm and snake-
like robots are beneficial because of their particular 
body shape, this intrinsic narrow shape can occasionally 
restrict the usability range when considering tasks like 
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manipulation and carrying an object. These capabilities 
are advantageous for inspection and surveillance in an 
unstructured environment.

This study focuses on flatworms to embody flexibility 
and adaptability in robot technology that is different from 
snakes and worms that have been mechanized so far with 
the goal of creating a new form of limbless robot loco-
motion. We have been developing a mesh-like robot sys-
tem called “WORMESH”, which is inspired by flatworms 
(Polycladida)[11]. They are dorsoventrally flattened, bilat-
erally symmetrical, and soft-bodied species, which can 
crawl on solid surfaces and swim in water. The key fea-
ture of flatworms is use of multiple travelling waves espe-
cially when swimming.

The concept of WORMESH is illustrated in Figs.  1 
and 2. Flatworms use two body waves along their body; 
based on this feature, a flexible flat body can generate 
different locomotion by propagating travelling waves 
differently. This kind of two dimensional function body 
can move using independent travelling waves similar to 
the flatworm locomotion, and the flexible body allows 

it to propagate waves in any direction. The ideal differ-
ent crawling patterns are shown in Fig. 1, and red colour 
lines denote the relevant wave patterns. Additionally, this 
flexible functional body can walk on rough terrains while 
transporting and manipulating objects like Fig.  2. With 
respect to research on flattened cloth-like robots, for 
example, SheetBot [12] has been reported. In SheetBot, 
which aims to establish autonomous decentralized con-
trol, the theory of movement using travelling waves is not 
discussed, and the mechanical model developed is only 
a one-dimensional model similar to that of conventional 
snake-like robots. In addition, the flexible sheet-based 
Loco-Sheet [13] was developed to overcome discrete high 
terrain such as stairs, but its locomotion performance 
is limited due to the structure and number of Degree of 
Freedom (DOF).

In a previous study [14], the basic characteristics such 
as friction force and velocity related to pedal wave pro-
pulsion, which is the basic motion of WORMESH-II, 
were reported. On the other hand, this paper reports 
on the machine design theory and the development of 
an experimental machine for WORMESH-II, as well as 
the generation of multiple motions using Pedal wave, 
their characteristics, and experiments using mechanical 
models.

• Explain the design of double joint mechanism and 
hardware implantation of WORMESH-II.

• Develop travelling wave gaits for WORMESH-II 
using computer simulations. The introduced locomo-
tion gaits are translational and spinning.

• Investigate the proposed locomotion gaits using the 
prototype of WORMESH-II.

Concept of WORMESH‑II: a flatworm‑like robot 
with 2‑DOF double joints
Overview
WORMESH-II is the second prototype that came with 
a new double-joint mechanism with better flexibility 
and degree of freedom than WORMESH-I. The primary 
design requirement of WORMESH is that the mesh-like 
functional body should generate multiple pedal waves 
along the robot body in any direction on the horizontal 
plane with maximum flexibility. For that, the modular 
concept was used to form the mesh structures by con-
necting modules via a revolute joints system which allows 
propagating travelling waves in any direction along the 
robot’s body. WORMESH-I was designed by connecting 
two consecutive cubic modules by a universal joint. That 
joint design created a larger gap between cubic modules 
by a cantilever type connecting elements of each cubic 
module, consequently caused the direct contact of joint 

Fig. 1 Concept of multiple travelling wave locomotion inspired by 
flatworms

Fig. 2 The function of the mesh structure in a sheet-like form
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mechanism with the ground during locomotion and 
increased the required motor torque (Fig. 3a).

WORMESH-II has two types of modules, “Control 
Module (CM)” and “Joint Module (JM)” (Fig. 3b). Instead 
of the universal joint connection of WORMESH-I, JM 
allows locating a much better joint system with higher 
torque, flexibility, and reducing the distance between 
modules. CMs accommodate control hardware and 
power supply units, whereas JMs are utilized by motors, 
sensors, and linkages of the joint mechanism. Figure  4 
shows the conceptual mechanical design of WORMESH-
II. This module arrangement is named Isotropic Mod-
ule Formation (IMF) because the number of modules is 
equal in each kinematic chain which interconnects nine 
CMs by twelve JMs according to mesh formation. Indi-
vidual CMs are denoted by M ij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) and JMs 
by Mjki (k = x, y and i = 1, 2, .., 6) . Thus, M i1−Mi2−Mi3 
(i = 1, 2, 3) are the kinematic chains along the x direction, 
and M 1i−M2i−M3i (i = 1, 2, 3) are the kinematics chains 
along the y direction. To generate the wave patterns like 
in Fig. 1, JM should provide the required DOF between 
two consecutive CMs.

Joint mechanism design
Figure 5a shows the conceptual design of mechanical con-
nection between two consecutive CMs of WORMESH-II. 
Oppositely installed, two universal joints connect two 
consecutive CMs. Each universal joint has two revolute 
joints along pitch and yaw directions. The two universal 
joints are interconnected by a linkage mechanism, and 
this interconnected joint system is named as “2-DOF 
double-joint” system because joint angle between two 

CMs is created by two set of universal joints in both pitch 
and yaw directions.

Figure  5b shows the conceptual mechanism design of 
the interconnected double-joint mechanism. Each pitch 
joint shaft (P1 and P 2 ) has a simple mechanical bearing 
connection with two pitch links. One of the pitch links 
has a gear. Gear-pitch-link and pitch-link on the same 
side of P 1 and P 2 are interconnected by interconnecting-
link. Spherical bearing joints, SB1 and SB2 interconnect 
yaw joint shaft Y 1 and P 1 ; similarly, Y 2 and P 2 are inter-
connected by SB3 and SB4 . Therefore, this mechanism 
can position shaft T 1 and T 2 in three-dimensional space, 
the output of the universal joints can control by the rota-
tion of two gear pitch links. Figure  6 shows the pitch, 

Fig. 3 The difference between the WORMESH-I and WORMESH-II 
concepts. a WORMESH-I is composed of Cubic modules that 
are joined to one another via a joint mechanism. Because of this 
connection, the joint mechanism can make direct touch with the 
ground. b This issue was fixed in WORMESH-II by substituting a joint 
module for the joint mechanism that was used in WORMESH-I

Fig. 4 The basic design of WORMESH-II for the isotropic modules 
formation (IMF)

Fig. 5 The idea behind WORMESH-II’s joint mechanism. a 
Connection between two CMs. b Conceptual design of active 
universal joint mechanism
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yaw, and spinning movements of T 1 and T 2 , respectively. 
Motors, M 1 and M 2 , control the left and right gear pitch 
links. When a motor rotates one pitch link to a certain 
angle, the other pitch link on the same side of the next 
pitch axes rotates at the same time by almost the same 
angle by interlocking with the motion of the pair of links. 
Furthermore, two motors are individually controlled by 
an oscillation signal corresponding to each motor. The 
motion trajectory depends on the phase different (�) 
between M1 and M2 (Fig.  6). The trajectory of T 1 and 
T 2 moved in the 3D cartesian space, and trajectory of T 1 
is shown in Fig.  7. The trajectory of T 2 is mirror image 
of T 1 ’s trajectory. Required conditions of two motors 
for pitch, yaw, circular spinning, and elliptical spinning 
motions are summarised as follows.

• Pitch motion: Same amplitude, same frequency and 
� = 0

• Yaw motion: Same amplitude, same frequency and 
� = π

• Circular spinning motion: Same amplitude, same fre-
quency and � = π/2

• Elliptical spinning motion: Same amplitude, same 
frequency and 0 < � < π/2

Prototype of WORMESH‑II
Mechanical solution
Figure  8a shows the CAD designs of the implemented 
universal joint assembly corresponding to the concept 
of joint mechanism in Fig.  5. Another universal joint 
assembly was added to the system to improve flexibility 
between CMs. This universal joint has a revolute joint in 
roll (Ti ) and yaw (Ypi ) directions, and joints are under 
spring loaded. Each T i joint has four extension springs 
with spring constant of 0.78 N/mm, and each Ypi has 
two extension springs (spring constant is 1.2 N/mm). 
The spring constant was determined by trial and error 
through experiment, and the joint mechanism has space 
to add more springs.

The mechanically implemented CAD design of a JM is 
illustrated in Fig.  8b. It comprises the gear mechanism, 
link mechanism, potentiometers and two micro metal 
geared DC motors. The bending angle of the intercon-
nected active joints is measured by two potentiometers 
which are mechanically connected by DC motors with 
a super gear mechanism. The gear module of all gears is 
0.5. The gear ratio between pitch-gear and motor-gear 
is 1:4.8. The gear ratio between motor-gear and gear of 
potentiometers is 1:1. Therefore, motor output shaft 
position is equal to the angular position of potentiometer. 
Moreover, vertical springs are connected with the top and 
bottom plates of the respective CM. Figure 8c shows the 
CAD design of a CM that has two power supply battery 
boxes, a microcontroller, and DC motor drivers. Each 

Fig. 6 Kinematics of the active joint mechanism of WORMESH-II, � is 
phase different between two motors. a Pitch. b Yaw. c Spinning

Fig. 7 Workspace and trajectories of T 1 corresponding to the 
coordinate frame in Fig. 6 for the joint angle ranging from 0o to ±20

o 
with respect to the centre of the P 1 − Y1 universal joint
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CMs can control either one or two joint mechanisms of 
the connected JMs. Figure 8d shows the implemented JM 
and its connection with CMs.

System integration
WORMESH-II is developed to be a self-contained 
robot system. Therefore, all power supply units, 

microcontrollers and motor drivers are mounted on 
the CMs. Each CM has microcontroller unit, DC motor 
driver unit and power supply unit. Each power supply 
unit contains serially connected batteries supplying 
12.3 V DC power. DC motor’s operation voltage range, 
the maximum output speed, torque at the maximum 
efficiency and stall torque are 6– 12 V, 100 rpm, 2 kg/

Fig. 8 Mechanical design of joint mechanisms and modules. a Mechanical design of the universal joint assembly. b Mechanical design of JM. c 
Mechanical design of CM. d Complete mechanical design of connection between CM and JM
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cm at 80 rpm, and 14  kg/cm, respectively. The micro-
controller development board is “M3 HiBot TITech 
Tiny Controller,” a compacted, small controller board, 
which is one of the best solutions for compact robot 
designs. This control board has an STM32F205VCT7 
core and sixteen analogues to digital conversion chan-
nels and many peripheral systems. The operating power 
range of M3 HiBot TITech Tiny controller is 5– 24 V. 
DC motors are controlled by BD6221 DC brush motor 
drivers.

Figure  9 displays the low-level control layout of 
WORMESH-II. The microcontroller program gener-
ates oscillation signals, φjik ( i = 1, 2, .., 6 , j = x, y and 
k = 1, 2 ), for each motor to control the joint position. 
The phase shift of the motor oscillation signal of a JM 
is denoted by �jik , and �ji1 −�ji2 controls the result-
ing motion type of joint either pitch, yaw or spinning 
(Figs. 6 and 7). The signal, φjik , sends to the inbuilt PID 
controller to control DC motors. The actual joint posi-
tion, δjik , is calculated using potentiometers readings. 
Inbuilt PID controllers in the microcontrollers calcu-
late the required PWM signals for BD6221 DC motor 
drivers. Each microcontroller in the CMs controls one 
or two JMs. CMs, M 11 , M 22 , and M 33 control two JMs. 
Each microcontrollers are interconnected by CAN bus. 
All oscillation signals are controlled according to the 
required locomotion gait. The CAN bus signals syn-
chronise the oscillation signals of microcontrollers.

Pedal wave locomotion of WORMESH‑II
The fundamental strategy of the pedal wave locomo-
tion of WORMESH-II is to propagate synchronous par-
allel multiple pedal waves along the robot body to the 

intended travelling direction [11]. The designed joint 
mechanism can create waves on the horizontal support-
ing plane in vertical and horizontal directions. However, 
the joint constraints between adjacent joints and mod-
ules restrict the curvature in the horizontal direction that 
parallel to the supporting plane. On the other hand, the 
joint mechanism of WORMESH-II can create a much 
better bending curvature on the vertical plane that is per-
pendicular to the supporting plane. The joint mechanism 
of WORMESH-II can generate pedal waves in any verti-
cal plane perpendicular to the supporting plane (Fig. 1). 
Equation (1) expresses the joint angel ( φ ) between two 
consecutive links for the pedal wave locomotion, which 
controls the shape of the wave on 2D plane [15], where A, 
amplitude, is the maximum angle that can be achieved by 
φ ; phase shift, β ; ω is temporal wave frequency; i = joint 
number; and t = time.

Modelling and control
Kinematics of multiple pedal wave locomotion
Consider WORMESH-II on the horizontal plane at 
given time instant (Fig.  10). For translational motion, 
three synchronous parallel pedal waves were propa-
gated along the three parallel kinematic chains [11], 
each kinematic chains has two grounding points 
(Pi1 and P i2 ) at each time instant, and velocities are 
denoted by vi1 and vi2 at P i1 and P i2 (i=1,2,3), respec-
tively. The coordinate of COG (Center of geometry) 
on XgYg global frame is (X,Y). The local frame on the 
COG of the robot is denoted by xy. Assumed each 

(1)φti = A sin {ωt + β(i − 1)}(i = 1, 2, · · · , n)

Fig. 9 Control system layout of WORMESH-II Fig. 10 Locomotion kinematics model of WORMESH-II
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kinematic chains generates two wave shapes. Thus, 
distance between P i1 and P i2 is � , and between P ij and 
P (i+1)j (i=1,2,3 and j=1.2) is a. Assumed COG has lin-
ear velocity vector, v = [vx, vy, 0] and angular velocity 
vector, ωz = [0, 0,ωz] . State vector q of WORMESH-II 
with respect to X gYg can be defined as q = [X ,Y , θ]T  . 
Hence, generalised velocity vector q. can be represented 
by q̇ = [Ẋ , Ẏ , θ̇]T  . Thereby,

The velocity of each kinematic chain depends on its pedal 
wave parameters, A,ω and β (Eq. 1). Considering overall 
linear disparagement along the wave propagation direc-
tion of a kinematic chain, for a unit locomotion cycle, 
the average velocities vi1x and vi2x in the wave propaga-
tion direction at P i1 and P i2 should be equal and are 
denoted by vix . Hence, vi1x , vi2x and vix ( i = 1, 2, 3 ) can be 
expressed as a function of pedal wave parameters (Eq. 3).

Function f denotes the relationship between average 
linear velocity and travelling wave parameters. If there 
are no slips at ground contact points, the relationship 
between ω and vix is proportional and linear. The rela-
tionship between A and vix is proportional, and β controls 
the moving direction [16].

Considering rotation around an instantaneous cen-
tre of rotation O, Eq.(4) was derived. There is no rela-
tive motion between CM in the kinematic chain along 
the lateral direction to the wave propagation direction. 
Hence, vi1y = vy1 and vi2y = vy2 ( i = 1, 2, 3 ), and all aver-
age velocity component at each grounding point can be 
expressed as follow for a unit locomotion cycle.

Using Eq.(3), Eqs.(4) and (5), v x and ω can be defined as 
follow.
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]

Considering Fig. 10 and Eq.(6), locomotion kinematics of 
WORMESH-II can be described as follows. The overall 
translational displacement is resulted from the individual 
contribution of each active kinematic chain. Hence, the 
average translational velocity of COG ( vx ) is a function 
of the travelling wave parameter of individual kinematic 
chain (Eq. 3). By considering linear motion of individual 
kinematic chains, vx can be approximated to average of 
v1x , v2x , and v3x . Moreover, the angular velocity, ωz , is 
proportional to the average velocity difference of kin-
ematic chains, one and three. Whenkinematic chain 
one and three have equal wave parameters, ideally robot 
moves in a straight line.

When considering wave amplitude, A, and phase shift, 
β , the relationship between linear velocity and pedal 
wave parameters is a non-linear function. Physics-engine 
based dynamic simulation provides much more accurate 
results in robot locomotion. Therefore, to validate the 
mathematical explanation of multiple pedal wave loco-
motion, locomotion of WORMESH-II was simulated 
using dynamics simulations of CoppeliaSim.

Simulation setup
The simulation robot model was generated resembling 
WORMESH-II by connecting rectangular-shaped cubes 
with revolute joints according to the mesh formation. 
Figure 11 shows the kinematic models of the joint mech-
anism of IMF in the simulation environment. CMs and 
JMs are denoted by yellow and green squares, respec-
tively. Pitch joints of each kinematics chain in the longi-
tudinal and transverse directions are denoted by PXik and 

Fig. 11 Joint kinematic models of the simulation model of 
WORMESH-II
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PYik ( k = 1, 2 ; i = 1, 2, ..6 ), respectively. Likewise, Yaw 
joints are denoted by YXik and YYik ( k = 1, 2 ; i = 1, 2, ..6 ). 
Passive joints were not illustrated in this diagram for the 
simplicity and contraction of the figure size. Pure geo-
metric shapes were only used to increase the accuracy 
of dynamic simulation. The interconnected link mecha-
nism was not included in the simulation model, and each 
active pitch and yaw joint is individually controlled in the 
simulation program according to the required locomo-
tion gait.

Simulation
Translational motion
As Fig.  10, three synchronous pedal waves were propa-
gated along the kinematic chains with equal A,ω and 
β to move the robot in translational direction (Eq.  6). 
Each revolute pitch joints of each kinematic chains was 
controlled according to Eq. (1). Relative bending angle 
between two consecutive CMs is equal to φti . To generate 
the translational locomotion of WORMESH-II for IMF in 
the X direction, three pedal waves were used along the 
kinematic chains, M11 −M12 −M13 , M21 −M22 −M23 
and M31 −M32 −M33 (Fig. 4). Similarly to generate the 
translational locomotion in Y direction, three pedal waves 
were used along the kinematic chains, M11 −M21 −M31 , 
M12 −M22 −M32 and M13 −M23 −M33 (Fig. 4).

The movements of robot in the simulation environment 
is shown in Fig.  12. As discussed in [14], translational 
locomotion of IMF is not continuous but a sequence of 
four locomotion steps. Figure 12 reveals the correspond-
ing robot poses of those locomotion steps during one 
locomotion cycle (t = 0.6 s, 1.11 s, 1.6 s, and 2 s).

Link poses and their velocities towards the travelling 
direction at the ground contact points Pi ( i = 1, 2, .., 10 ) 
of robot are illustrated in Fig.  13. All three kinematic 
chains, which propagate three pedal waves synchro-
nously, have the same pedal wave parameters. These link 
poses further realized that the pedal wave locomotion 
of robot for IMF is not a continuous locomotion wave, 
because there are only three links per one kinematic 
chain, which is the minimal requirement to generate the 
travelling wave in a series kinematic chain. To generate 
a stable continuous pedal wave on the horizontal plane, 
each kinematic chains should capable to form at least 
two wave shapes along the kinematic chain. Moreover, 
when CMs per one kinematic chain is equal to three, it is 
impossible to generate two complete pedal wave shapes.

The translational locomotion gait of robot is like 
an inchworm locomotion based on the anchor crawl-
ing motion principle [17]. According to links poses and 
movement of ground contacted points, robot motion 
can be understood clearly using anchor crawling motion 
principle. In Fig.  13b, for simulation time (t) from 0 to 

0.3  s, the ground contact point at the rear side (P10 ) of 
kinematic chain has positive velocity towards the trav-
elling direction (0.025  m/s), whereas the ground con-
tact point at the front area (P2 and P 3 ) has almost zero 
velocity. Like the anchor-pull of inchworm locomotion 
discussed in [17], during this locomotion step, the front 
area of robot anchors the ground while rear side pulls 
towards. From simulation time 0.9 to 1.2 s, both front P 1 
and rear ends P 10 contact the ground and approximately 
do not move towards the travelling direction (Fig.  13c). 
At the next stage, t = 2.1−−2.4 s, WORMESH-II’s front 
end P 1 skid towards the travelling direction whilst the 
P 6 and P 7 of kinematic chains anchors the ground. This 
motion is pair with the Anchor-push of inchworm loco-
motion (Fig.  13d). During t = 2.7−−3.0 s, link poses 
transfer from anchor-pull motion to anchor-push motion 
(Fig.  13e). The average locomotion speed of the Centre 
of Geometry (COG) towards the travelling direction of 
robot was 11.4 mm/s.

Spinning motion
Kinematics of spinning around the COG can be quali-
tatively explained by Eq.(6). Angular velocity ωz is pro-
portional to the velocity difference of kinematic chains, 
one and three (Fig. 10). Thus, according to mathematical 
explanation, when the wave propagation direction of both 
waves are opposite to each other and kinematic chain two 
is neutral, vx = 0 , and the robot is spinning around COG. 
It can be called differential wave formation. Furthermore, 
the square shape module formation of WORMESH-II 
can generate differential wave formation in longitudinal 

Fig. 12 Translational locomotion of WORMESH-II for IMF in the 
simulation (wave parameters are A = 0.05π , ω = 0.5π , and β = 4π/3)
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Fig. 13 In translational locomotion simulation, the link locations and velocities at the ground contact points of WORMESH-II with respect to time t 
(wave parameters are A = 0.05π , ω = 0.5π , and β = 4π/3 ). a Terminology of ground contact points. b Anchor-pull movement. c From Anchor-pull 
to Anchor-push. d Anchor-push movement e From Anchor-push to Anchor- pull
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and transverse directions like the spinning concept in 
Fig. 1 using four kinematic chains. The sequence of kin-
ematics chains are M11 −M12 −M13 , M13 −M23 −M33 , 
M33 −M32 −M31 , and M31 −M21 −M11.

The spinning direction depends on the direction of 
wave propagation, which is controlled by changing β 

in Eq. (1). Figure 14 shows the locomotion poses of the 
simulation model of the robot during spinning. The 
simulated robot poses confirmed that the proposed 
pedal wave gait can successfully change the orientation 
around the COG of WORMESH-II. The correspond-
ing pedal wave parameters were A = 0.05π ,ω = π , and 

Fig. 14 Spinning locomotion of WORMESH-II for IMF in simulation (wave parameters are A = 0.05π , ω = π , and β = 4π/3)

Fig. 15 Simulated trajectories of CMs M 11 , M 13 , M 33 , and M 31 , for spinning locomotion of WORMESH-II for IMF (wave parameters are A = 0.05π and 
β = 4π/3 ). a ω = π/2 . b ω = π . c ω = 3π/2 . d ω = 2π
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β = 4π/3 . The trajectories of CMs, M11,M13,M33, and 
M31 , on the XY plane (horizontal plane) are shown in 
Fig. 15 for different ω values. These trajectories depict a 
smooth and perfect spinning motion around the COG of 
WORMESH-II. Also, the average angular velocity around 
the COG of WORMESH-II increased with ω of the pedal 
wave, but at low ω , the robot trajectory was much con-
trollable and smoother than the higher ω.

Experiment with prototype
Translational motion
Translational locomotion of WORMESH-II’s prototype 
was tested for the IMF based on the simulation. The 
pedal wave parameters were A = 0.13π ,ω = π/20 , and 
β = 1.5π . Three parallel synchronous pedal waves were 
used to generate the translational motion of prototype as 
same as the simulation. Every four motors in each kin-
ematic chain generated the required joint angle accord-
ing to the oscillation signal sent from the connected 
microcontroller. Figure  16  shows the locomotion poses 
of WORMESH-II’s prototype for IMF. Like in the simu-
lation, prototype also creates the translation locomotion 
based on the sequence of anchor-push and anchor-pull 
locomotion steps. From t=0.67  s to 2.67  s is anchor-
pull locomotion step, t = 5.33−−6.67 s is anchor-push 
locomotion step (Fig. 16). The relevant video is included 
in Additional file  1.  The trajectory of M 22 is shown in 
Fig. 17. Total disparagement in wave propagation direc-
tion is 500 mm. However, there was a -40 mm and 25 mm 
side displacement in the lateral direction to the wave 
propagation direction. Robot movement from the top is 
shown in Fig. 21 (video is included in Additional File 3) in 
Appendix. The average locomotion speed is 2.8 mm/s.

Spinning locomotion
The spinning locomotion of the robot is shown in 
Fig.  18    and relevant video is included in Additional 
file  2.  The proposed differential pedal wave loop cre-
ated a successful spinning motion around the COG of 
WORMESH-II. The wave loop was propagated along 
kinematic chain, M11 −M12 −M13 , M13 −M23 −M33 , 
M33 −M32 −M31 , and M31 −M21 −M11 . The turning 
direction relies on the wave propagation direction. The 
average angular velocity around the COG is 0.0043 rad/s 
for A = 0.12π,ω = π/20 and β = 1.5π . Figure  19 shows 
trajectories of CMs, M11,M13,M33 and M31 . The turn-
ing circle radius of 310 mm is approximately equal to the 
diagonal length of the robot.

Discussion
Locomotion using multiple travelling waves is a hardly 
discussed topic, and this feature provides more flex-
ible and adaptable locomotion capability in different 

terrain conditions. Combinations of different travelling 
waves can allow WORMESH-II to move differently. The 
performance of this kind of mesh-like function body 
mainly depends on the joint mechanism and its flexibil-
ity. A compacted flexible joint system with higher DOF 
is an advantage. Figure 20 shows the overall size of both 

Fig. 16 Translational locomotion of WORMESH-II for IMF (wave 
parameters are A = 0.13π , ω = π/20 , and β = 3π/2)
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prototypes of WORMESH-I and WORMESH-II. The 
width and length of WORMESH-II are 94  mm larger 
than WORMESH-I. However, WORMESH-II has 21 
cubic modules. The joint module concept reduced the 
centre-to-centre distance between consecutive cubic 
modules from 170  mm to 110  mm. That reduced the 
gap between consecutive cubic modules from 86 mm to 
23 mm. It is the main advantage to move on an uneven 
surface (Fig.  3). The proposed double-joint mechanism 
controls the motion of consecutive CMs using two inter-
connected universal joints. Only two DC motors need to 
control two interconnected universal joints, reducing the 

size and weight of JMs. The spring-loaded passive joints 
system reduced the joint constraint from nearby CMs 
and improved the mesh structure’s flexibility. However, 
at the higher omega, sometime connection between pitch 

Fig. 18 Spinning locomotion of WORMESH-II (wave parameters are 
A = 0.12π , ω = π/20 , and β = 3π/2)

Fig. 19 Trajectory of M 11 , M 13 , M 33 and M 31 of spinning locomotion 
of WORMESH-II (wave parameters are A = 0.12π , ω = π/20 , and 
β = 3π/2)

Fig. 20 Compleat design of both prototypes. a WORMESH-I. b 
WORMESH-II

Fig. 17 Trajectory of M 22 (COG) of translational locomotion (wave 
parameters are A = 0.13π , ω = π/20 , and β = 3π/2)
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gear and motor gear failed by misalignment, and this 
should be improved.

The mathematical explanation of multiple pedal wave 
locomotion prooved that the locomotion of robot is 
dependent on the average linear velocity of individual 
kinematic chains and wave propagation directions. These 
velocity components rely on wave amplitude and tem-
poral frequency. However, unequal temporal frequen-
cies would limit the curvature of the adjacent kinematic 
chains because of mesh formation. Therefore, all travel-
ling waves were synchronized. Thereby, wave amplitude 
is the control parameter. The horizontal moving distance, 
�x , for one period of a pedal wave is equal to L− � , � 
is the wavelength, L is the length of the arc of one wave 
which is equal to LT /k ( LT : total length of the kinematic 
chain, and k is the number of complete wave shapes ). 
For the above relation, k ≥ 2 and there are no relative 
motions at the grounding points. The wave amplitude 
depends on � , since LT is constant, and higher amplitude 
means a lower � . However, the relationship between the 
average velocity of individual kinematic chains and wave 

amplitude is challenging to explain quantitatively because 
the relationship between wave amplitude and � is not lin-
ear, when k < 2 for the simulation and experiment setup 
of WORMESH-II. Nonetheless, mathematical model of 
multiple pedal wave locomotion explains the locomo-
tion of WORMESH-II qualitatively (Eq. 6). The result of 
simulations and experiments confirmed the qualitative 
explanation of the multiple pedal wave locomotion of 
WORMESH-II according to the locomotion kinematic 
model (Additional file 1).

In accordance with the discrete locomotion behav-
iour of WORMESH-II, [14] developed an adaptive 
locomotion gait by modulating amplitude throughout 
the kinematic chains in order to traverse frictional tran-
sition circumstances. Nevertheless, detecting frictional 
conditions is a difficult task. This work defined trans-
lational movement based on inchworm crawling, mak-
ing it easy to comprehend the three-link pedal wave 
locomotion. The overall locomotion can be enhanced 
by applying simple high-friction materials to the bot-
tom plate of JMs (Fig.  13a). However, it needs to be 
concerned about the JMs of the kinematic chain in the 
lateral direction to the wave propagation direction. This 
method is possible for JMs Mjx3 , Mjx4 , Mjy3 , and Mjy4 
(Fig. 4).

There was some lateral movement in the trajectory 
of the translational motion (Fig.  17). The side-slipping 
was caused by the passive joint system. If the yaw joints 
(Ypi ) aren’t very rigid, the direction of motion will shift. 
According to the simulation when joints with a spring 
constant above 4 Nmm trajectories were controllable. By 
making the springs of passive joints tighter, side-slipping 
movement can be reduced. But because passive joints 
were stiffer, they needed more torque from the motor 
and made the mesh structure less flexible. Optimised 
spring mechanism of passive joint will be discussed in the 
future.

In spinning motions, the centre of the robot always 
makes contact with the ground. That would increase the 
surface friction and decrease the turning speed. If a pyra-
mid-like pose is created with JMs (MJx3 , MJx4 , MJy3 , and 
MJy4 ) in the middle, the turning speed can be enhanced.

Conclusion
Introducing a newly suggested unique robot called 
WORMESH-II with a 2-DOF double joint mecha-
nism was the key aspect of this study. The concept of 
WORMESH-II was developed, inspired by the locomo-
tion of flatworms. Flatworms use two pedal waves along 
the body when swimming (Fig. 1). Multiple pedal waves 
were utilized to generate the locomotion of this robot. 
The combination of different travelling waves allows 

Fig. 21 Translational locomotion of WORMESH-II for IMF (wave 
parameters are A = 0.13π , ω = π/20 , and β = 3π/2)
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the robot to move in different ways, which would be an 
advantage of locomotion in different terrain conditions. 
In addition, mesh-like functional body has potential 
to walk, transport and manipulate (Fig.  2) (Additional 
file 3).

The introduced joint mechanism controls two uni-
versal joints by two DC motors. In WORMESH-I, each 
universal joint needed two motors to control its revo-
lute joint in pitch and yaw axis. The 2-DOF double joint 
mechanism reduced the required number of motors, 
and spring-loaded passive joints improved the flexibility 
of the structure. Overall, the double joint mechanism is 
compact and has a higher DOF (Fig. 6 and 8).

The mathematical modelling of locomotion kinemat-
ics, simulations and experiments of WORMESH-II 
evidenced that the proposed multiple pedal wave loco-
motion methods can successfully generate translational 
and spinning locomotion. In simulation for ω = 0.5π 
rads−1 , the average linear velocity of translation loco-
motion ( vx ) was 11.4 mms−1 , and the average average 
velocity of spinning ( ωz ) was 0.025 rads−1 . When exper-
imenting with the real robot, ω was kept at a low value 
( π/20 rads−1 ) to eliminate gear teeth shifting. that is the 
reason for low vx and ωz . For experiment with real robot, 
vx = 2.8 mms−1 and ωz = 0.0043 rads−1.

In future works, it needs to develop a control system 
to move WORMESH-II by combining transnational and 
spinning motions. The control system is recommended to 
be further advanced by shifting capability to translational 
gait and spinning gait for a locomotion with smooth 
torque-speed characteristics. Furthermore, preferences 
of WORMESH-II for sidewinding, lateral walking, steer-
ing, and locomotion on slope and inclined terrains will be 
discussed in the future.

Appendix
The robot’s movement as seen from above is depicted in 
Fig. 21 of translational locomotion. This motion relates to 
the trajectory depicted in Fig. 17.
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